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Abstract
Some types of tumors in people with brain cancer grow so rapidly that their average size
doubles in twenty-five days. Precisely determining the type of tumor enables physicians
to conduct clinical planning and estimate dosage. However, accurate classification remains
a challenging task due to the variable shape, size, and location of the tumors.The major
objective of this paper is to detect and classify brain tumors. This paper introduces an effective
Convolution ExtremeGradient Boostingmodel based on enhanced Salp SwarmOptimization
(CEXGB-ESSO) for detecting brain tumors, and their types. Initially, the MRI image is fed
to bilateral filtering for the purpose of noise removal. Then, the de-noised image is fed to
the CEXGB model, where Extreme Gradient Boosting (EXGB) is used, replacing a fully
connected layer of CNN to detect and classify brain tumors. It consists of numerous stacked
convolutional neural networks (CNN) for efficient automatic learning of features, which
avoids overfitting and time-consuming processes. Then, the tumor type is predicted using
the EXGB in the last layer, where there is no need to bring the weight values from the fully
connected layer. Enhanced Salp Swarm Optimization (ESSO) is utilized to find the optimal
hyperparameters of EXGB, which enhance convergence speed and accuracy. Our proposed
CEXGB-ESSO model gives high performance in terms of accuracy (99), sensitivity (97.52),
precision (98.2), and specificity (97.7).Also, the convergence analysis reveals the efficient
optimization process of ESSO, obtaining optimal hyperparameter values around iteration 25.
Furthermore, the classification results showcase the CEXGB-ESSO model’s capability to
accurately detect and classify brain tumors.
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1 Introduction

Brain tumor is one of the most threatening diseases in the world, affecting people of all
genders, ages, and ethnicities [1]. A brain tumor is a growth of abnormal brain tissue that
can be malignant or benign [2, 3]. The ability of neurologists to accurately diagnose tumors
depends on their knowledge and skill [4]. Nowadays there is a significant rise in brain tumor
patients, which leads researchers to automate brain tumor diagnosis. Following are some of
the approaches that a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system can assist neurologists [5].
This reduces the need for human interaction and promotes early discovery of cancers for
better treatment [6]. It provides the physician with a secondary perspective when making
the ultimate decision. A brain tumor affects approximately 700,000 people worldwide, with
nearly 86,000 new diagnoses identified in 2019 [7].

There are approximately 120 types of brain tumors, includingmeningioma (35%), pituitary
tumors (14%), and glioma (16%) [8]. These abnormalities are defined by their shape, size, and
location of tumor [9]. Both Pituitary andMeningioma tumors grow around the pituitary gland
and the skull region, respectively. Glioma tumors are of diverse intensities and spread across
the glial cells of the brain [10]. A human expert can use visual check of these properties to
recognize the type of tumor. A proper classification can help you make the best decision and
get the best treatment. Understanding this classification is a difficult and time-consuming task
for medical experts. At difficult stages, these activities are subjected to traditional methods
such as human inspection, biopsy, expert opinion, and so on, all of which take time. As
a result, CAD is needed for early detection of brain tumor in less time without the need
of humans. Computer Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are two
modalities commonly used to identify abnormalities in the size, location, or shape of brain
tissues that can help identify tumors. But MRI produces more detailed images than CT scans,
so physicians prefer MRI [11].

Different methods like artificial neural network (ANN) [11], CNN [12], support vector
machine (SVM) [14], and K-nearest neighbors (KNN)[13] are used by researchers. When
dealing with large amounts of data, certain problems like vanishing gradient, and over fitting
can lead to errors. This results in misclassification of tumor types. This motivates us to
develop an efficient method for brain tumor detection.

The contributions of the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model are as follows;

• The CEXGB-ESSOmodel adopts a hybrid architecture, integrating CNN and EXGB. This
fusion capitalizes on the strengths of CNN for feature extraction and EXGB for robust
classification, presenting a unique combination that effectively addresses the challenges
posed by brain tumor variability.

• The Convolutional neural network replaces the fully connected layer with EXGB, which
minimizes the number of parameters to detect the tumor boundary. The CEXGB model
doesn’t need to fetch weight values from a fully connected layer to adjust the weights in
previous layers, which introduces simplicity in deep detection of the tumor region.

• ESSO is used to find the optimal EXGB hyperparameters that enhance the convergence
speed. Both the ability to explore and exploit are enhanced by the introduction of an inertia
weight parameter by ESSO, leading to faster convergence towards optimal hyperparameter
values.

• The proposed CEXGB-ESSO model performs better in terms of accuracy, sensitivity,
precision, and specificity when compared to existing methods.
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The structure of the paper is described below: Sect. 2 gives an overview of the existing
works. Section 3 explains our proposed CEXGB-ESSO model. The proposed approach is
evaluated to an experiment evaluation in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 RelatedWorks

This section provides a concise overview of studies undertaken to identify brain tumorsuti-
lizing various existing methods.

Kumar et al. [15] presented a deep network model using global average pooling and
ResNet-50 (GResNet) for tumor classification. ResNet-50 with transfer learning is used to
classify brain tumors. The output layer of ResNet-50 incorporates stacked average-pooling
and fully connected softmax layers designed for classifying images into a thousand categories
in the ImageNet dataset. Stacking of layers leads to complexity in tumor detection. Here,
the accuracy of tumor region was not accurately identified. Majib et al. [16] introduced a
VGG Stacked Classifier (VSC) network for brain tumor classification from MRI images.
For transfer learning models, the initial weights of the pre-trained model are created and
used to initialize the CNN model. Thus, a restricted number of epochs may be used to
efficiently train the model. This procedure is more complex due to high-resolution, unsteady
training. Dixit & Nanda [17] presented a radial-basis neural network based on improved
whale optimization (RNIWO) for brain tumor classification. First, the input is given to the
preprocessing steps. Then, segmentation is performed to recognize the tumor region by using
fuzzy-c means (FCM) clustering. This clustering based approach misdiagnoses tumor size,
putting human lives at risk. Ahuja et al. [18] introduced DarkNet methods for classifying
brain tumors. DarkNets approaches are trained using enhanced data and compared using
various evaluation metrics. Tumor localization is performed utilizing feature maps from
better-performingDarkNet approaches. Thevolumeof the tumorwasnot accurately identified
in this approach. Sharif et al. [19] introduced Densenet model for brain tumors classification.
This model utilized a deep transfer to learn unbalanced data to implement the proposed
strategy. Each type of tumor information is contained in the pooling layer, which is used to
extract the characteristics of the trained model. The main disadvantage of this approach is
the reduction of significant features. Sasank et al. [20] introduced an improved kernel-based
softplus learning machine (KELM) classification method for brain tumor classification. This
method gives better segmentation results. But the classifier fails to perform on large datasets.
Alhassan et al. [21] proposed a swish-based RELU activation (SRELU) for brain tumor type
classification. The performance is better, but the significant features are not selected.

Khairandish et al. [23] introduced a novel hybrid CNN-SVM model for precise brain
tumor classification. Their approach begins with preprocessing and normalization, ensuring
input data consistency and standardization, leading to improved overall model performance.
Leveraging Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) for feature extraction, the method
demonstrates robustness to noise and illumination changes in medical images. The hybrid
CNN-SVM classification step combines the strengths of CNN’s feature learning capabilities
and SVM’s effectiveness in handling high-dimensional data, resulting in accurate tumor
classification. Noteworthy advantages include enhanced feature extraction, robustness to
noise, effective region identification, and leveraging the strengths of both CNN and SVM.
However, the model’s complexity of implementation and potential computational resource
requirements pose challenges, requiring careful design and optimization.
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Sadad et al. [24] proposed the NASNet for brain tumor classification, employing an
optimized framework that integrates Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and Reinforcement
Learning (RL) to enhance the model’s performance. The incorporation of EAs and RL in the
NASNet model provides an optimized framework for brain tumor classification, contributing
to improved performance.NASNet’s capability to extract significant features fromMRI slices
enhances its effectiveness in accurately classifying different types of brain tumors. Despite
these advantages, the NASNet model presents a notable disadvantage in its large number of
parameters. This parameter abundance may lead to increased computational complexity and
resource requirements.

Nawaz et al. [25] focused on optimizing brain tumor diagnosis through the development
of the hybrid-brain-tumor-classification (HBTC) framework, streamlining the process and
enhancing overall diagnostic performance. The framework incorporates preprocessing and
segmentation of brain MRI datasets, utilizing features like Co-occurrence matrix (COM),
run-length matrix (RLM), and gradient features. Although the study successfully identifies
nine optimized features for tumor classification, it lacks detailed performance metrics and
insights into implementation challenges. In contrast, Kesav and Jibukumar [26] aimed to
minimize the execution time of a conventional RCNN architecture by employing a Two
Channel CNN for accurate classification of Glioma and healthy tumor MRI samples. This
approach, extending to detect and bound tumor regions in various tumor types, demonstrates
a significant reduction in execution time compared to existing architectures.

The existing approaches for brain tumor classification exhibit several notable research
gaps, including incomplete identification of the tumor region, challenges in accurate estima-
tion of tumor size, instability during training processes, reduction of essential features, and
limitations in handling large datasets. These gaps collectively contribute to suboptimal per-
formance, misdiagnoses, and compromised robustness. Our proposed CEXGB-ESSOmodel
addresses these research gaps by introducing a streamlined architecture that replaces the
fully connected layer with EXGB, minimizing parameters and enhancing feature extraction.
The incorporation of ESSO fine-tunes EXGB hyperparameters, mitigating training insta-
bilities and contributing to improved model accuracy. The removal of the fully connected
layer ensures accurate tumor boundary detection, and the optimized hyperparameter selection
by ESSO resolves challenges related to inaccurate tumor size estimation. Additionally, the
proposed model demonstrates robust performance on large datasets, overcoming limitations
observed in existing approaches. Collectively, these novel features position the CEXGB-
ESSO model as a promising solution to the identified research gaps, offering enhanced
accuracy, efficiency, and scalability in brain tumor classification.

3 Proposed CEXGB-ESSOModel for Brain Tumor Detection
and Classification

We proposed a CEXGB-ESSOmodel for brain tumor detection and classification (No tumor,
Pituitary, glioma, and Meningioma). The proposed system consists of two phases: Prepro-
cessing and classification. Figure 1 represents the architecture of the CEXGB-ESSO model.
Initially, the MRI image is fed to a preprocessing phase, where it is filtered using bilateral
filtering. In the classification phase, the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model is utilized to detect
and classify the tumors. CNN is utilized to extract tumor features (shape, location, and size),
and EXGB is used to classify tumor type. ESSO is used to fine-tune EXGB hyperparameters.
Hence, the detection accuracy has improved.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of CEXGB-ESSO model
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3.1 Preprocessing

In the preprocessing phase, bilateral filtering is applied to enhance the input brainMRI image.
This non-linear, noise-reducing, and edge-preserving smoothing filter computes the intensity
values of the weighted average of surrounding pixels to replace each pixel’s intensity. The
weights are determined using a Gaussian distribution, accounting for both Euclidean distance
between pixels ‖u − v‖ and radiometric differences (depth distance, color intensity, etc.).
This process effectively preserves the sharp edges. The bilateral filter is mathematically
represented by Eq. (1), which symbolizes the normalized weighted average.

B(I )u = 1

Wu

∑

v∈S

gs(‖u − v‖) gr (Iu − Iv)Iv (1)

where Wu denotes the normalization factor determined in Eq. (2).

Wu =
∑

v∈S

gs(‖u − v‖) gr (Iu − Iv) (2)

where gs represents spatial Gaussian, gr denotes the range Gaussian, Iu represents intensity
value of pixel u,s and r parameters denote the filtration amount, and Iv represents intensity
value of pixelv.

3.2 Classification of Brain Tumors

The preprocessed image is fed to the CEXGB-ESSO model to detect and classify the tumor.
Existing methods like ANN, CNN, SVM, and KNN have some problems like overfitting,
being time-consuming, increasing the number of parameters, and failing to increase the
performance of brain tumor detection and classification. To overcome this issue, a CEXGB-
ESSOmodel is introduced. The CEXGBmodel can accurately detect the tumor boundary and
tumor region. A fusion between CNN andXGBoost is known as CEXGB. The architecture of
CEXGB contains numerous stacked layers of convolution, with the final layer being EXGB.
There is no fully connected layer because there is no need to re-adjust the weights in previous
layers. This simplifies the process andminimizes the number of calculation parameters. ESSO
canbe used tofine-tune theXGBparameters,which enhance convergence speed and accuracy.

3.2.1 Architecture of CEXGB

The CEXGB consists of a convolution layer, a pooling layer, and an EXGB layer. The first
layer of CEXGB is a convolutional layer that uses a kernel to extract features (shape, location,
and size) from an MRI image and outputs a feature map. A convolution operation consists of
numerous components, such as the input image, feature map, and kernel. After extracting the
features, the irrelevant data is omitted, and the dimensionality of the data is reduced by using
pooling layers without losing significant data. Max-pooling exhibits excellent performance
and is commonly used to reduce dimensionality. Max-pooling selects the highest value from
the matrix and ignores the remaining values. The max-pooling mathematical formulation is
given in Eq. (3).

M Pi, j = Maxs(y)i+s, j+s (3)

where y signifies the previous layer output, i, jdenote the spatial position, Maxs() signifies
the max function applied to the max-pooling window of dimension. The fully connected
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layer of CNN is removed by introducing EXGB as the last layer. Significant features of
max-pooling are fed to the EXGB layer. EXGB is a classifier that turns weak learners into
strong ones. A classifier that does not give correct detection is referred to as a weak learner. A
classifier integrates weak learners to achieve accurate classification, so CNN utilizes EXGB
to classify brain tumors. Weak learners are built to train the input images using extracted
features and then combine to form a strong one. The leaf node decides whether the tumor is
normal or abnormal. The leaf node, also known as the terminal node of the tree, contains the
class labels.Consider a database ‘A’,A = {(ui , vi )}(|A| = n, ui ∈ R p, vi ∈ Rn). Here, ui

signifies the members of training set, vi denotes the appropriate class labels, ‘p’denotes the
number of features and nsignifies the number of the samples.The output v̂l of a tree boosting
model with K trees is stated in Eq. (4).

v̂l = ϕ(ui ) =
K∑

k=1

fk(ui ), fk ∈ F (4)

where fk signifies the kth tree’s leaf score, F is the classification tree. The tree model’s set
of function fk can be learned by reducing the objective function, which is given in Eq. (5).

W (ϕ) =
∑

i

L(v̂l , vi ) +
∑

k

�( fk) (5)

where L signifies the loss function in the training, which calculates the distance between
target v̂l and object vi . The term � denotes the complexity of tree model’s penalty term,
which is determined in Eq. (6).

�( f ) = 1

2
λ

N∑

j=1

D2
g + Nγ (6)

where λ and γ are constants that regulate the degree of regularization, N denotes the number
of leaves, and D signifies the leaf weight. Gradient boosting is a technique that can be used to
solve classification problems. It is utilizedwith the loss function; the loss function is expanded
via a second-order Taylor expansion with the removal of the constant, which results in the
following simplified objective given in Eq. (7).

W (t) =
N∑

j=1

[
∑

i∈Eg

xi Dg + 1

2
(
∑

i∈Eg

yi + λ)D2
g)] + Nγ (7)

where Eg =
{

i
q(ui )

}
= j signifies the instance set of ‘g’ leaf, and q(ui ) is the map assigning

the sample to appropriate leaf.xi and yi are the gradient statistics of first and second order
on the loss function, which is computed in Eq. (8) and (9).

xi = ∂l(v̂(t−1)
l , vi )

∂(v̂
(t−1)
l )2

(8)

yi = ∂2l(v̂(t−1)
l , vi )

∂(v̂
(t−1)
l )2

(9)
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The optimal weight D∗
g of ‘g’ leaf is determined using Eq. (10).

D∗
g = −

∑
i∈Eg

xi

∑
i∈Eg

yi + λ
(10)

Then substituting D∗
g into Eq. (7), there exists,

W (t)(q) = −1

2

N∑

j=1

(
∑

i∈Eg

xi

)2

∑
i∈Eg

yi + λ
+ Nγ (11)

In practice, split candidates are evaluated using instance set’s right nodes ER and left
nodes EL score. After the split, the loss reduction is given in Eq. (12).

Wspli t = 1

2

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
∑

i∈EL

xi

)

∑
i∈EL

yi + λ

2

+

(
∑

i∈ER

xi

)

∑
i∈ER

yi + λ

2

+

(∑
i∈E

xi

)

∑
i∈E

yi + λ

2
⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
− γ (12)

where E = ER ∪ EL , ER denotes the instance sets of right nodes, and EL signifies the
instance sets of left nodes.

3.2.2 Enriched Salp Swarm Optimization

The ESSO is utilized to find the optimal EXGBhyperparameter values (learning rate, lambda,
maximum depth, and subsample), and a better classifier model is developed for brain tumor
detection and classification. Salps belong to the Salpidae family and have a translucent, barrel-
shaped body. Their tissues are similar to those of jellyfish. Like jellyfish, they migrate by
pushingwater through their bodies as propulsion. The swarming habit of salps is characterized
by the formation of a swarm called a salp chain (SC) in the deep oceans. The behavior of
the swarm is used to discover the best EXGB hyperparameter. There are two categories of
salps in this swarm: the follower salp (FS) and the leader salp (LS). The FS accompanies
the leader in search of food through the exploration and exploitation phases (optimal EXGB
hyperparameters). The fitness of each solution is determined, and the solution with optimal
fitness is utilized as the EXGB hyperparameter.

Equation (13) is used to update the position of the LS.

X1
a =

{
Qa + p1((va − ha)p2 + ha), p3 ≥ 0

Qa − p1((va − ha)p2 + ha), p3 ≥ 0
(13)

where X1
a and Qa signifies the location of leader in ‘a’ dimension and food source, va and

ha signifies the lower bound and upper bound of ath dimension, p1, p2 , and p3 denotes the
random numbers. p1 parameter is balanced by exploration and exploitation, which is given
in Eq. (14).

p1 = 2e
−

(
4b
B

)

2 (14)
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where b and B signifies the current and maximum iteration. p2 and p3 are in the range [0,
1]. An objective function is calculated to evaluate the EXGB model’s performance with the
set of hyperparameters in each iteration. Initially, the images are divided into two sets: the
validating set and the training set. The objective function is determined in Eq. (15).

ob = 1

2

⎛

⎝
√√√√ 1

L1

∑

i∈k1

(ri − r̂)2 +
√√√√ 1

L2

∑

i∈k2

(ri − r̂)2

⎞

⎠ (15)

where k1 and k2 denotes the index sets of validating and training images, L1 and L2 signifies
the k1 and k2 cardinality, ri and r̂ signifies the predicted and actual value.The objective
function combines the training and validation errors to avoid the problem of overfitting. The
position of followers is updated utilizing Eq. (16).

Xv
a = 1

2
Et2 + Zot (16)

where t and Zo denotes the time and initial speed,E = Z f inl
Zo

represents the acceleration, and

Z f inl = X−Xo
t with Xo and X represent final and initial locations.

The salps are initially still (Zo = 0), hence the updated position of FS is signified utilizing
Eq. (17).

Xv
a = 1

2
(Xv

a + Xv−1
a ) (17)

Introducing the inertia weight parameter (β ∈ (0, 1)) in the SSO enhances both exploita-
tion and exploration capabilities, accelerating the convergence speed during the search
process. The formulation for the ESSO is provided in Eqs. (18) and (19).

X1
a =

{
B Qa + p1((va − ha)p2 + ha), p3 ≥ 0

B Qa − p1((va − ha)p2 + ha), p3 ≥ 0
(18)

Xv
a = 1

2
(Xv

a + β Xv−1
a ) (19)

The process of updating the location of the sap is repeated until a predetermined number
of iterations is reached or an optimal EXGB hyperparameter is found. Utilizing the optimized
hyperparameters, the EXGB model demonstrates superior performance. Consequently, the
CEXGB model exhibits precise detection and classification of brain tumors, encompassing
Glioma Tumor, Pituitary Tumor, and Meningioma Tumor. Figure 2 illustrates the working
procedure of the ESSO-EXGB model.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The experiment is conducted on ‘Brain Tumor Classification (MRI)’dataset [22].Brain tumor
is divided intoBenignTumor, PituitaryTumor, glioma, andMeningiomaTumor.There are105
images in Benign Tumor, 74 images in Pituitary Tumor, 115 images in Meningioma tumor,
and 100 images in glioma tumor.
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hyperparameters

Training phase

Validation phase

EXGB

Objective function

Check solution 

convergence

Detection and classified results
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ESSO based searching

No

It=It + 1

Fig. 2 ESSO-EXGB model

4.1 Simulation Setup

A brain tumor detection and classification model based on the CEXGB-ESSO model is eval-
uated in Python. All computations are done on Google Colab, which runs Ubuntu 64-bit and
has a single-core hyper-threaded Intel Xeon processor clocked at 2.3 GHz and 13 GB RAM.
The detection accuracy is improved by tuning the maximum depth-10, gamma-1, number
of estimators-200, minimum child weight-5, and learning rate-0.3. The hyperparameters for
ESS optimization are an inertia weight of 0.7 and an iteration of 200. Table 1 presents the
CNN-EXGB settings.

4.2 EvaluationMetrics

The detection and classification efficiency are analyzed by somemeasures, such as sensitivity,
precision, specificity, and prediction accuracy. The four parameters used to determine these
performance measures are ‘TP’ (true positive), ‘TN’(true negative), ‘FP’(false positive),and
‘FN’(false negative).
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Table 1 Parameter settings
Parameter Values

CNN

Pooling size 2

Learning rate 0.001

Kernel size 5

Learning rate 0.3

EXGB

Lambda (regularization parameter) 1

Max depth 10

Subsample 0.9

(i) AccuracyIt measures the ratio of correct classification to overall classification.

A = T N + T P

T P + T N + F N + F P
(20)

(ii) Sensitivity It is the total number of positives that can be accurately determined.

S = T P

T P + F N
(21)

(iii) Specificity It is the ratio of those who do not have tumor who test negatives, which is
given in Eq. (22).

S = T N

T N + F P
(22)

(iv) Precision It signifies the number of tumor correctly detected as positive from total
identified as positive, which is given in Eq. (23).

P = T P

T P + F P
(23)

4.3 Performance Evaluation

Here, the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model is comprehensively evaluated and compared with
GResNet [15], RNIWO [17], DarkNet [18], SRELU [21], NASNet [24], and hybrid CNN-
SVM [23]. The evaluationmetrics encompass accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity,
providing a holistic assessment of the model’s performance across different tumor classes.

Figure 3 depicts the accuracy comparison between the suggested CEXGB-ESSO model
and existing methods. Traditional methods, reliant on backpropagation in final layers, tend
to escalate model complexity. In contrast, the CEXGB-ESSO model streamlines the pro-
cess using CEXGB, significantly reducing calculation parameters. As a result, the proposed
CEXGB-ESSO model achieves a remarkable accuracy of 99%, surpassing GResNet (94%),
RNIWO (96%), DarkNet (96.8%), SRELU (97%), hybrid CNN-SVM (94%), and NASNet
(95%) for glioma type brain tumors.

Figure 4 illustrates precision comparisons for different brain tumor classes. Traditional
methods often struggle with parameter selection, leading to suboptimal performance. The
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Fig. 3 Analysis of accuracy

Fig. 4 Analysis of Precision

proposed CEXGB-ESSO model employs ESSO for optimal hyperparameter tuning, signif-
icantly enhancing precision. Consequently, proposed CEXGB-ESSO model achieves high
precision (98%) compared to GResNet (93%), RNIWO (95.5%), DarkNet (96.2%), SRELU
(96.6%), hybrid CNN-SVM (94.3%), andNASNet (93.5%) for glioma type brain tumors.

Figure 5 showcases sensitivity comparisons, emphasizing the impact of ESSO opti-
mization on detection accuracy. The inertia parameter introduced by ESSO enhances both
exploration and exploitation capabilities, resulting in high sensitivity (96.5%) for the proposed
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Fig. 5 Analysis of sensitivity

model. This outperforms GResNet (93%), RNIWO (93.7%), DarkNet (93.8%), SRELU
(94.4%), hybrid CNN-SVM (91.5%), and NASNet (93%) for glioma type brain tumors.

Figure 6 highlights specificity comparisons, emphasizing the efficacy of the CEXGB
model in automatically extracting features. The convolution layers in CEXGB contribute
to high specificity (97%) for the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model compared to GResNet
(94%), RNIWO (92.9%), DarkNet (94.8%), SRELU (93.4%), NASNet (93.5%), and hybrid
CNN-SVM (92%) for glioma type brain tumors.

Fig. 6 Analysis of specificity
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Fig. 7 Comparison of accuracy

Figure 7 provides the comparison of accuracy with the number of epochs for the proposed
CEXGB-ESSO model with existing methods. At the beginning, accuracy is minimum for all
method, as the epochs increase, our proposedmethod attains high accuracycompared to other
methods. Our proposed CEXGB-ESSO model (90%) provides improved performance than
the existing methods such as GResNet (78%), RNIWO (73%), DarkNet (89%), and SRELU
(80%).Table 2 provides the values of the Figs. 4, 5, 6, And 7 in numericalvalue.

Table 3 provides the output obtained for detection and classification using the CEXGB-
ESSO model. Out of some samples, one sample is selected and tabulated as the result for
meningioma, pituitary, and glioma tumor. The detected and classified tumor region is shown
in a red box. As shown in the table, the box accurately encloses the tumor-affected region of
the MRI. This indicates that the detection system used is capable of detecting and classifying
brain tumors

Further, a convergence analysis is conducted to showcase the effectiveness of ESSO in
enhancing the convergence speed of the proposed CEXGB-ESSOmodel. ESSO is compared
with existing optimization algorithms, namely Standard Salp Swarm Optimization (SSO),
Firefly Algorithm (FA), Modified FA (mFA), and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA).
These algorithms were chosen to represent distinct optimization paradigms and offer a com-
prehensive comparison. SSO serves as a baseline, while FA and its modified version (mFA)
represent different swarm intelligence approaches. The inclusion of WOA adds diversity to
the comparison. The convergence curves and results will be presented, providing insights into
the relative performance and showcasing how ESSO excels in accelerating convergence for
brain tumor detection and classification. Figure 8 illustrates the convergence performance of
these algorithms. It is evident from the comparison that ESSO consistently exhibits a faster
convergence rate, reaching optimal hyperparameter values approximately around iteration
25. In contrast, other algorithms, including SSO, FA, mFA, and WOA, demonstrate compar-
atively slower convergence. The convergence analysis emphasizes the efficiency of ESSO in
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Table 3 Classification results of brain tumor

finding optimal hyperparameter values within a shorter time frame. This enhanced conver-
gence speed is crucial for the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model, as it contributes to the overall
efficiency and accuracy in brain tumor detection and classification. The comparison pro-
vides insights into the relative performance of different optimization algorithms, with ESSO
standing out as a favorable choice for accelerating convergence in the proposed model.

4.4 Ablation Analysis

In this section, an ablation study is carried out to evaluate the individual contributions of key
components in the CEXGB- ESSO model. The experiments aim to elucidate the impact of
each element on the overall performance of brain tumor classification.
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Fig. 8 Convergence curve

4.4.1 Effectiveness of ESSO

To demonstrate the effectiveness of CEXGB, comparing it with a CNN without EXGB, and
EXGB.

• CNN without EXGB represent network without the EXGB component. This can help
establish a baseline for the contribution of EXGB to the model’s effectiveness.

• EXGB represent the model’s performance when using only EXGBwithout the CNN. This
will help understand the role of EXGB in the absence of CNN features.

Table 4 shows that the CNN-only configuration achieved respectable performance but
lacked the boosting effect inherent in the EXGB component. The standalone EXGB configu-
ration demonstrated the algorithm’s capability for accurate predictions, serving as a baseline.
Notably, the proposed CEXGB model, combining CNN and EXGB, outperformed both
individual configurations, showcasing a synergistic effect. The integration of convolutional
features and boosting techniques led to superior accuracy, sensitivity, precision, and speci-
ficity, affirming the efficacy of the suggested hybrid model. Also, the proposed CNN with
EXGB (CEXGB has lower number of parameters than the standalone CNN without EXGB.
This demonstrates the efficiency of the CEXGB model in minimizing parameters while

Table 4 Effectiveness analysis of CEXGB

Models Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity Parameters

CNN without EXGB 89 88 84 82 85,256,754

EXGB 90 89.4 85.6 86.4 15,467,823

CNN with EXGB (Proposed) 99 98.25 97.525 97.7 7,345,854
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Table 5 Effectiveness analysis of CEXGB

Models Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity

Without ESSO 85.2 84 83.4 83.8

With SSO but without inertia 89.2 88.3 87.67 87.9

Full Model (CEXGB-ESSO) 99 98.25 97.525 97.7

preserving its effectiveness in brain tumor detection and classification. This detailed anal-
ysis provides valuable insights into the distinctive contributions of each model component,
enhancing our understanding of the CEXGB model’s overall effectiveness

4.4.2 Effectiveness of ESSO

To demonstrate the effectiveness of ESSO, comparing it with a scenario without ESSO, with
SSO but without an inertia weight parameter, and with ESSO:

• Full Model represents the complete CEXGB-ESSO model.
• Without ESSO represents the model without the Enriched Salp Swarm Optimization.
• With SSO but without inertia represents the model with SSO but without the inertia weight
parameter.

Table 5 provides the performance of the suggested CEXGB-ESSO for detection and
classification of brain tumor, considering various configurations. The full model achieves the
highest accuracy (99%) and sensitivity (97.525%), serving as the baseline. Removing ESSO
results in a decrease in accuracy and sensitivity, emphasizing the significance of ESSO in
enhancing overall performance. Utilizing Standard Salp Swarm Optimization without the
inertia weight parameter leads to a further decline in accuracy and sensitivity. This ablation
study underscores the novel contribution of ESSO, showcasing its impact on convergence
speed and accuracy, making it a crucial component in the proposed brain tumor classification
model

The superior performance of the proposed CEXGB-ESSO model can be attributed to
its ability to leverage both convolutional features and boosting techniques. The integration
of EXGB enhances the model’s capacity to detect and classify brain tumors accurately,
as demonstrated in both the performance evaluation and ablation analyses. The ablation
study further elucidates the novel contributions of ESSO, emphasizing its role in acceler-
ating convergence and improving overall model performance. In conclusion, the proposed
CEXGB-ESSOmodel stands out as an efficient and accurate approach for brain tumor detec-
tion and classification. The ablation study provides a nuanced understanding of the model’s
components, shedding light on the unique contributions of CEXGB and ESSO.

5 Conclusion

In this research paper, CEXGB-ESSOmodel is introduced to detect and classify brain tumor.
Initially, the MRI image is fed to bilateral filtering to remove noise. After that, the de-noised
image is given to the CEXGB-ESSO model. In CNN, the fully connected layer is replaced
by EXGB because it minimizes the number of parameters without back propagation. The
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integration of CNN with EXGB in the proposed model synergistically enhances feature
extraction and classification accuracy. ESSO fine tunes the EXGB hyperparameters. This
algorithm contributes to faster convergence, improving the efficiency of the model. Through
a comprehensive evaluation against state-of-the-art techniques, includingGResNet, RNIWO,
DarkNet, SRELU,NASNet, and hybrid CNN-SVM, proposedCEXGB-ESSOmodel demon-
strates superior performance across precision (98.2), accuracy (99), sensitivity (97.52), and
specificity (97.7).This proposed CEXGB-ESSO model not only contributes to the field of
medical image analysis but also underscores the significance of combining deep learning
and optimization techniques for improved diagnostic capabilities in healthcare. However, the
tumor substructure like necrotic and solid cannot be find. So in the future, a model is designed
to identify the tumor substructures.
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